Newt Roadkill Study In
Collaboration With Partner Agencies

Recommended Action
Authorize the General Manager to enter into a Funding
Agreement and contribute $150,000 for Peninsula Open Space
Trust and partner agencies to conduct a Newt Mortality and
Population Study on Alma Bridge Road from October 2020 to
June 2021.
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Newt Background
Two species of newts are found in the study area: California newt
(Taricha torosa) and rough-skinned newt (Taricha granulosa)
The area is within the range of the California newt and at the edge of the
range for rough-skinned newt
California newt is as a California Species of Special Concern (in Monterey
County and south)
Rough-skinned newt has no special protection
Both have been killed by vehicles on Alma Bridge Road
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Problem Statement
Both newt species primarily live on land but migrate annually
during the rainy season to breed in ponds, lakes, and waterways
Newts attempting to travel to/from Lexington Reservoir are being
killed by vehicles on Alma Bridge Road
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Mortality to Date
2017 District first notified of high newt mortality by a trail patrol volunteer
District staff notified partner entities: Valley Water, County Parks, County
Roads and Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST)
Community scientists independently collected newt mortality data and
11,132 newts have been observed dead on Alma Bridge Road since 2017
In 2019 POST worked with H. T. Harvey & Associates to analyze community
science data to determine if hotspots (areas of concentrated newt
mortality) or hot moments (times of concentration of newt mortality)
Findings:
– Mortality was not consistently spread over the entire section surveyed
– Most concentrated along a few segments of road
– Unable to identify hot moments.
– Although mortality is substantial, key components of the
population/impact model can only be guessed at without more
systematic data collection
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Newt Advocacy
Community Scientists working with UC Davis Roadkill Ecology Center
(UC Davis), US Geologic Survey Ecological Research Center (USGS), the
Audubon Society (Audubon), and the Loma Prieta Chapter of the Sierra
Club to advocate for solutions to the newt mortality on Alma Bridge
Road
Midpen and POST have been working with the newt advocates and
partner entities to better understand the issue and potential solutions
The newt advocates with support from partner entities applied for a
Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB) Proposition 68 grant in August 2020
to plan and design options to provide safe passage for newts across the
roadway
Midpen and partner entities are working to provide additional studies that
can assist with pre and post project monitoring of any grant funded
wildlife crossing structures
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Conceptual Ideas Presented for Newt Crossings
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Proposed Study
While newt mortality is substantial, partners agree that additional
information will be valuable during alternatives evaluation and selection
The proposed study will build upon existing community science data and
help all parties to better understand:
– size of the breeding adult newt population
– the proportion of adult newts crossing Alma Bridge Road to breed in
Lexington Reservoir
– the percentage killed by vehicular strikes during a single breeding
season
– carrying capacity of Lexington Reservoir
The study will provide a repeatable survey method to document baseline
data for pre and post implementation of any newt crossing structures
Has partner support and facilitates ongoing collaboration
Better informs long-term impacts of newt mortality to the local
population
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Study Tasks/Methods

Task 1: Develop Field Methodology
Task 2: Install Drift Fence/Pitfall Trap Array
Task 3: Conduct Road Mortality Survey
Task 4: Tabulate and Analyze Data
Task 5: Provide Report to Document Findings of Study
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Study Results

Will be provided to the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife to inform the body of knowledge surrounding
road mortality impacts to local newt species
Will be provided to all stakeholders
Can be used to support future grant funding requests
Will aid in newt crossing alternatives development,
evaluation, and selection
Can be used as baseline data for pre- and post-project
implementation of any newt crossing structures to
determine efficacy
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Timeline and next steps
Study contracted by POST
Consulting biologist

will manage the study
Fieldwork October through
March 31, 2021
Field work conducted by:
– Consulting biologists
– Staff and interns from the partner
agencies
– Volunteers (when feasible)
– Provides a great hands on science
opportunity for junior staff and
volunteers that will result in
project cost savings
Final report June 2021

Ongoing collaboration for
planning and design
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Questions?
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